The importance of quality control (QC) to quality blood gas testing
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Test results, essential for quality healthcare, constitute more than 70% of patients’ health records. Because quality results are so important, governments around the world mandate a series of laboratory practices to ensure quality.

All laboratories in the United States follow the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) requirements. Many laboratories worldwide either follow the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards 15189 and 22870 (requirements for quality and competence) or local adaptations of these two standards.

Both CLIA and ISO are based on a quality management system approach that includes essential elements to ensure quality in each phase of the testing process. One of the essential elements in the analytical phase is the daily measurement and evaluation of QC materials on different levels.

QC is especially important for blood gas testing because the results are needed for acute treatment of criticality ill patients. In addition to the extra cost and delay associated with retesting, erroneous results may lead to wrong diagnosis and mistreatment of the patient.

What is quality?

Quality evokes many mental images, depending on one’s background and experiences. The true meaning of “quality” is often diminished because it is continually used and associated with so many different products and services. Consequently, in all aspects of our lives, we not only expect quality but demand it, even when we are unsure of the exact definition.

J. M. Juran, who is referred to as the “father” of quality, added a total quality management dimension to the definition and talks about quality in terms of “fitness for intended use” [1].

This definition basically says that quality is “meeting or exceeding customer expectations”. W. E. Deming,
considered the “founder” of the modern industrial quality movement, stated that the customer’s definition of quality is the only one that matters! [2].

When quality is defined as meeting the requirements or needs of “customers” and satisfying their expectations, the customers and their expectations must be stated. In laboratory testing, our primary customers are patients and their physicians.

Both expect quality information for timely diagnosis and the appropriate treatment that leads to good patient outcome. Other customers, such as those who ultimately pay for the testing, seem to focus only on cost reduction.

But these customers also should be concerned with quality since quality test results eliminate costs associated with retesting (analyst’s time, additional reagents, new patient sample, and delay in the result) and potentially the wrong diagnosis and treatment (poor patient outcome, increased hospital stay) due to an erroneous result.

For optimum patient care, all test results depend on a series of corrects throughout the three phases of the testing process – pre-analytical, analytical, and post-analytical [3]:

1. Correct patient identified for specimen collection
2. Correct time for specimen collection
3. Correct specimen collected and processed
4. Correct (accurate) test result generated
5. Correct patient result recorded in correct patient record

The above series begins with the clinician ordering the correct tests and ends with the clinician correctly interpreting the data for timely and appropriate treatment.

Wherever a wrong replaces any one of the corrects, the quality of the test result, and ultimately the patient’s treatment and safety, may be compromised. Consequently appropriate policies and procedures must be in place and followed for all three phases of testing.

Why are quality test results so important to quality patient care and patient safety?

Patient safety is the cornerstone of high-quality patient healthcare and can be described as freedom from unintentional or preventable harm due to avoidable, adverse events (medical errors) that directly impact the quality of care [4].

We all know that errors, even under the best circumstances, do happen. Regardless of the source, errors can affect the quality of care and jeopardize patients’ safety. This is even truer for critically ill patients requiring rapid interventions based on multiple blood gas and critical care measurements.

It has been stated that “Blood gas and pH analysis has more immediacy and potential impact on the patient care than any other laboratory determination ... In blood gas analysis, an incorrect result can often be worse for the patient than no result at all” [5].

In the U.S. more than 10 billion laboratory tests are performed each year and test results constitute more than 70% of patients’ health records [6, 7]. The Institute of Medicine reported that anywhere between 44,000 and 98,000 hospitalized patients in the U.S. die each year due to medical errors, and additional reports on medical errors continue to be reported [8, 9, 10].

While poor-quality test results are not attributed directly to medical errors, laboratory results certainly are part of the problem. It is estimated that as many as three-quarters of clinician decisions are based on laboratory tests [7].

The key words in these reports are “mistakes” and “preventable”, which means that solutions can be found and practices implemented to check and ensure quality.

Following established standards to ensure quality throughout the testing process

Because quality test results are such an important component of healthcare, many governments and
professional laboratory organizations around the world specify a series of good laboratory practices to ensure quality laboratory results.

In the United States, the government mandates all laboratory testing sites to adhere to the quality requirements specified in the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) [11].

Many laboratories worldwide follow the standards developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Especially two ISO standards are relevant: 1) ISO 15189:2007, Medical laboratories – particular requirements for quality and competence, and 2) ISO 22870:2006, Point-of-care testing - requirements for quality and competence [12, 13].

Some countries even have made local adaptations of these two standards mandatory for test sites to follow.

The ISO standards were developed by experts from 33 countries and reflect worldwide opinion on what is essential to ensure quality specifically for clinical laboratory testing.

The CLIA and ISO standards are based on a quality management system (QMS) approach that includes widely accepted good laboratory and error-prevention practices and incorporate “Essential Elements” (Table I) for management, technical guidance, and structure of the entire testing process [14].

|-------------------------|----------------|-------------|

**TABLE I: Quality Essential Elements to build the QMS**

**QC as part of ensuring analytical quality**

The characteristics of useful, accurate, precise, reliable, and timely apply to all quality test results including blood gas and critical care results. Ultimately for laboratories to meet all these demands, QC assessment for ongoing quality assurance is essential!

A recent essay by Dr. Westgard discusses how laboratories often operate on false assumptions [15]. Despite their desire for the perfect, error-proof instrument that always yields perfect results, such an instrument does not exist!

If laboratories do not evaluate their analytical processes or use insufficient QC practices that do not detect critical analytical errors, they will not be aware of potential “analytical hazards” and poor quality test results.

What follows focuses on the importance of routine QC to ensure the quality of the analytical phase of testing (#9 of the essential elements in Table I) for blood gas and critical care measurements.

The CLIA and ISO standards require the analysis of different levels of QC materials at specified intervals to evaluate the quality of the measurement system. Typically laboratories statistically evaluate QC data to determine whether instrument performance is within the expected variation [16].

While QC is essential for all laboratory measurements, QC assessments for blood gas and critical care measurements are particularly important because patients requiring these measurements are critically ill and in need of immediate treatment based on these test results.

Wrong results can be fatal! Consequently QC is absolutely necessary and should prequalify the instrument to ensure proper performance before the patient sample is analyzed.

The CLIA regulations, in section §493.1256, require each laboratory to implement “control procedures that monitor the accuracy and precision of the complete
analytic process and ... detect errors that occur due to
test system failure, adverse environmental conditions,

For most quantitative tests, CLIA requires the analysis of
at least two different concentrations of QC materials on
days when patient testing is conducted. CLIA's section §493.1267 specifies additional and more stringent
requirements for blood gas measurements and directs
testing sites to analyze at least one sample of QC
material each 8 hours of testing and three levels (low,
normal, and high) each day (24 hours) of testing.

CLIA also requires analysts to review the QC results
before reporting patient results to ensure that only
patient results within quality specifications are reported.
All unacceptable QC results must be investigated and
appropriate corrective actions taken before reanalyzing
samples and reporting patient results.

As part of a laboratory’s ongoing quality assurance
activities, CLIA mandates a retrospective review of
cumulative QC data so that potential analytical problems
can be identified and corrected before test result quality
is affected.

ISO 15189:2007, in section 5.6, states that a “laboratory
shall design internal QC systems that verify the
attainment of the intended quality of results” [12]. The
intended quality of results is based on the laboratory's
quality goal or acceptable error tolerance for test results.

Test sites must design QC practices to ensure that
all patient results meet the stated quality goal. ISO
22870:2006 states that the “quality manager is
responsible for the design, implementation, and
operation of QC that ensures POCT conforms to the
quality standards of the central laboratory” [13].

Both ISO standards require corrective actions when QC
results are unacceptable and mandate the review of QC
data as part of ongoing quality assurance activities to
detect and prevent potential errors.

QC verifies the validity of the calibration curve

Both CLIA and ISO standards make clear distinctions
between calibration activities and analyzing QC
samples. The calibration process uses calibrators of
known concentrations to position the instrument's
calibration curves to yield correct test results. CLIA, in
section §493.1267, directs test sites performing blood
gases to:

1) calibrate or verify calibration according to the
manufacturer’s specifications and frequency, and 2) test
one sample of control material each 8 hours of testing
using a combination of control materials that include
both low and high values on each day of testing, and
3) test one QC sample each time patient samples are
tested unless calibration is automatically verified every
30 minutes [11].

ISO 15189, in section 5.6.3, requires test sites to perform
 QC in addition to calibration to ensure that patient
results are traceable to specified reference materials [12].
The analysis of three levels of QC verifies the position of
the calibration curves across the measurement ranges.

Because these QC and calibration practices are
requirements and reflect recognized good laboratory
practices, several manufacturers now design instruments
to automatically perform calibration at specified
intervals and analyze, typically, three levels of QC each
day [17-20].

QC mandates and country specific and
professional accreditation requirements

While all laboratories in the U.S. adhere to the CLIA
requirements and laboratories throughout the world
follow ISO 15189 and ISO 22870 standards, countries
such as Germany, Australia, and France have adapted
the ISO requirements to meet local needs.

In addition to following the ISO requirements, RiliBÄK, the
German guidelines, mandate the analysis of at least two
QC samples on days that patient samples are measured
and require specific evaluation of the QC data at the time of measurement as well as a retrospective analysis of the QC data at least every three months [21, 22].

The Australian National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) specifies that “The minimum requirement for blood gas and CO-oximetry QC is a daily assay of control material at two or more control levels, performed concurrently” [23]. Cofrac, the French Notified Body for Laboratories Accreditation, directs laboratories to follow ISO 15189 (and ISO 22870 for POCT) standards [24].

Accreditation will be mandatory by the end of 2016. The French standards mandate each laboratory to implement an internal quality program (section 5.6.1) and participate in a peer group comparison (section 5.6.4).

The analysis of QC materials is mandatory for blood gas testing and two levels per day are recommended. An accompanying document, “Les contrôles de qualité analytique en Biologie Médicale, LAB GTA 06”, emphasizes that the calibration solutions cannot be used as QC (section 9.2.2) [25].

Additionally, many laboratories throughout the world voluntarily seek formal accreditation from professional organizations for further recognition of their ability to provide quality testing. The accreditation process, conducted by independent parties, is a systematic and uniform assessment of a laboratory’s competence in complying with accepted testing standards producing quality test results [26].

As part of the process, surveyors audit laboratories’ facilities, equipment, personnel, methodologies, and record-keeping systems to ensure that an adequate QMS is in place. The regular ongoing analysis of QC materials is an essential component of the QMS.

**QC provides essential information**

An example of the importance of QC, but not using the information, is the Maryland General Hospital (Baltimore, Maryland USA) case [28]. Over a 14 month period, up to 460 questionable HIV and hepatitis test results were reported despite QC results indicting analytical errors.

The safety of all these patients was jeopardized. Many of the patients tested during this period were misdiagnosed based on the erroneous results and all of these patients required reassessment. As a consequence for not following testing requirements, numerous personnel were prosecuted and sanctions were placed on the hospital.

**Conclusion**

Quality – useful, accurate, precise, reliable, and timely tests results – is essential for providing patients with the best possible healthcare. However, even under the best conditions, errors can and do happen! Consequently, laboratories must plan for quality.

Testing standards, such as those mandated by CLIA, ISO, Rilibäk, Cofrac and NATA, assist in the planning process. Each are based on a QMS containing Essential Elements (Table I) to direct test sites to systematically plan and manage the entire testing process to ensure that “corrects” (quality results) are achieved.

All of these standards mandate ongoing QC measurements to evaluate analytical quality. Quality test results are not automatic.

To deliver quality healthcare and ensure patients’ safety, laboratories cannot assume that simply following manufacturers’ directions and trusting the instrument...
automatically will ensure that quality test results are generated.

Because of the criticality of blood gas and critical care measurements, QC must prequalify the instrument before patient samples are analyzed to avoid delays due to instrument problems, reporting incorrect results, and collecting additional patient samples for reanalysis.
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